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ABSTRACT:   

 
Sign language plays vital role in the life of any auditory impaired individual but it does not 

get same status as any other language. Hand gestures are most widely used as medium of sign 

language based communication framework among various forms of gestures.  Recognizing 

gestures under dynamic parameters  such as lighting conditions, multiple hands as 

background, left handed person, right handed person, size of finger  etc. are thought-

provoking field  in automate Indian sign language recognition . A review is based on datasets 

of hand gestures alphabets, digits, words and sentences with various real time conditions used 

by different researchers at national and international level. The detailed summarization of 

various methodologies to automate Indian sign language is tabularized. A review is utilized to 

find out research gaps in existing system and give inspiration to develop interpreter for Indian 

sign language. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

Sign Language recognition is a challenging and demanding application among other 

human computer interaction applications[1]. Indian sign Language recognition is integrated 

research field of computer vision, image processing and pattern recognition. Indian sign 

language is the main mode of communication among deaf and dumb people of India[2][3]4] . 
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Many research work have been carried out on American sign language, British sign language, 

Japanese sign language and others countries sign language. Less research work has been 

carried out on Indian sign language[4] . Indian sign language changes from region to region 

as communication language[1] . However, in all large towns and cities across the Indian 

subcontinent, deaf people use sign languages which are not universal sign languages[1] . 

Further focus has been carried out to implement standardized Indian sign language by 

creating awareness among the sign language teachers. Due to communication gap, deaf and 

dumb community is isolated from the society. Due to lack of standardization of Indian sign 

language, research work ISL interpretation started late in India[1] . There is need for 

computerized automatic sign language recognition system for hearing impairment and 

speechless people of India [5]. 

Sign Language Recognition is a very multifaceted task as task that uses hand shape 

recognition, gesture recognition, face and body parts detection and facial expression 

recognition as essential structure blocks[2][3]. The problem of sign language recognition can 

be defined as the analysis of all components that form the language and the understanding of 

a single sign or a whole sequence of sign language communication. Static morphs of the 

hands called postures and together with hand movements called gestures. Hand gestures are 

most widely used as medium of sign language based communication framework among 

various forms of gestures[1] . With the help of advanced science and technology many 

techniques are developed by the researcher to make the deaf and dumb people communicate 

very fluently. More than 1 million of adults and 0.5 million children in India used Indian Sign 

Language[4] . 

The hand gestures are categorized in static gestures and dynamic gestures. Static hand 

gestures are those in which the hand position does not change during the gesturing period. 

Static gestures mainly rely on the shape and flexure angles of the fingers. Posture of static 

gestures is not a time varying signal. Thus, they can be completely analyzed using a single 

image or a set of images of the hand taken at a specific time.  In dynamic hand gestures, the 

hand position changes continuously with respect to time. Dynamic gestures generally have 

three motion phases: preparation, stroke, and retraction. The message in a dynamic gesture is 

mainly contained in the temporal sequence in the stroke phase. Dynamic gestures rely on the 

hand trajectories and orientations, in addition to the shape and fingers’ flex angles. A gesture 

can be regarded as a sequence of postures. The individual frames in a video signal define the 

postures, whereas the video sequence defines the gesture [4]. 

 

[2] VARIOUS INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE DATASETS WITH 

STATIC/DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS USED BY DIFFERENT 

RESEARCHERS 

Indian Sign Language is made up of single handed and double handed gesture. ISL has 

complex structure of various gestures signs [6].  The variations in sign languages incorporate 

the way male and female singers’ signs a specific word or expression. The expression for a 

similar sign performed by male and female singers is different. Technological changes greatly 

affect the variety inside a sign based communication. The expansion of more up to date 
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contraptions in the general public separates maturity signer from more youthful signer, in the 

way they signs for a similar expression or word. The way hard of hearing individuals sign is 

subject to their family foundation. The way of sign language communication correspondence 

of the individuals who learned the language in early phase of life is additionally not quite the 

same as the individuals who learned in the later phase of life. Regardless of all varieties said 

above, familiar signers have a great deal less trouble in return of thoughts with each other[7] . 

Various researchers used their own datasets to automate Indian sign language 

recognition. Automate sign language recognition  depend on various parameters like black 

background, different hand shapes , lighting conditions,  multiple signer, signer with left 

handed or right handed, hand size, male hand, female hand etc. No standard datasets are 

available for researchers to work on automate sign language recognition. Table 1 shown 

summary of datasets used by different researchers in various background conditions. 

 

 

Table 1: Summary of datasets used by researchers in different background conditions 

Author Datasets used with various background conditions 

[8] create  own datasets of 13 English Alphabets of 650 total images with person wore a 

black colour jacket .  

[2]  Videos of daily frequently of full sentences. These images are taken from different 

people with different hand shape, size, color and different lightening condition in 

various angles.  

[9] work on video signs of words with black background.  

[6] recognize A-Z alphabets of static images with plain background.  

[5] Work on 86 gestures of 10 different signers from discrete videos and continuous 

videos with simple background.  

[10] created 360 images of American Sign Language alphabets and numbers with 36 

classes of alphabet and numbers. The variations in different view point, shape, hand 

orientation makes the database more challenging. 

[11] 1040 hand gesture signs videos of 26 diverse signs with four signers. They 

categorized sign videos in related to home, shop and school.  

[12]   Recognized 22 words under various light illumination conditions and separate out 

dynamic and static environments.  

[13]  Created sign videos database of alphabets, numbers (1-10), daily conversation 

phrases and phrased used in emergency in classroom with various background like 

whiteboard, blackboard, wall, multiple signer. The signers were both, males as well 
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as females. To get variations, they introduced one signer who was lefty, and one who 

had an extra thumb.  

[12] work on  static Alphabets of Marathi Sign Language. 

[3] DIFFERENT APPROACHES CARRIED OUT TO RECOGNIZE INDIAN 

SIGN      LANGUAGE 

The block diagram of automatic Indian sign language recognition system is shown in 

[Figure 1].The input signs images or videos are captured by a digital camera and then passed to 

four different phases of Indian sign language recognition. In first phase, pre-processed is 

applied before extraction of important and low dimensional features. Various filtering methods, 

background subtraction, various color models, etc. are applied in pre-processed phase as per 

captured datasets. In second phase, feature extraction is applied for set of feature vectors 

extraction like Histogram of Oriented Gradients, Scale Invariant Feature Transform descriptors, 

feature fusion approach, Elliptical Fourier descriptors and principal component analysis etc.   

After feature extraction, the set of feature vectors extracted from the input sign is classified 

using a classifier. Various classification approaches like Support vector machine, har cascade 

classifier, k-nearest neighbour , hidden markov model, genetics algorithm etc. are used.   

Classification of testing images and training images generate positive or negative sample class. 

Various methodologies are used to recognize Indian signs as shown in table 2.   

 

Combine algorithm approaches to automate Indian sign language recognition 

based on Figure 1: 

 

Step 1: Apply Images/videos of Indian signs  acquition through camera  with consider 

various background conditions like multiple hands, light conditions from various 

angles, various color background, different hand size of persons, left handed person and 

right handed person[2]. Divide data into training images and testing images. Resize all 

images with same size. 

Step 2: If work with videos, apply key frame extraction method to remove unnecessary 

frames so time will be reduced to process many frames. When work with various 

backgrounds, require to remove unnecessary background details using background 

subtraction method [2][4][3].  Apply filtering methods to remove noise from images. 

Step 3: Find out Region of Interest, in our case is hand palm (fingers). For that apply 

skin pixels segmentation method [3][11], segments hands of signers using colour, 

texture, boundary and shape information [5],threshold method [10] and Sign Boundary 

Detection (SBD) using Edge Orientation Histograms[11] . 

Step 4: Apply various feature extraction method like HOG method[6] ,SIFT 

method[6],DWT approach[15],PCA approach[22][14],fusion approach[6] and hand 

palm shape feature extraction [3]. 

Step 6: Apply classification approaches like Support Vector Machine [10], K-nearest 

neighbourhood [15][8], Hidden Markov model [23],Fuzzy Interface System[18], 

Random Field Classifier[20] and har cascade classifier [2]. 
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Step 7: Apply step 2 to step 7 for training images. 

 

Step 8: Generate confusion matrix to identify correct signs of testing images with 

training images. 

 
 

 

 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1 Block diagram of Indian sign language recognition 

 

 

 Table 2:  Feature extraction & classification approaches for automatic Indian sign language recognition 

Authors Methodologies 

[14] The development of sequential belief –based fusion approach for recognizing cluster 

of signs. The said approach tested with three classification methods namely Hidden 

Markov model with manual sign, Hidden Markov model with non-manual sign and 

Hidden Markov model with mixing of manual/non-manual signs.  

[8] Segmentation done by thresholding using ostu method. Discrete wavelet transform 

is used to extract texture features .K-nearest neighbor classifier is used to classify 

the hand gesture type using the extracted features. 

[15] Random field classifier is used to recognize system with various complex 

backgrounds. 

Images/Videos 

Acquition 

Pre Processing 

-key frame extraction (if 

Videos) 

-Background subtraction 

[2][4] 

-remove of noise 

-Apply hand segmentation  

-select ROI as hand 

-edge detection  
 
-edge detection 
 
 

Feature Extraction 

-HOG method [6] 

-SIFT method [6] 

-DWT approach [15] 

-PCA   approach [22][14] 

--fusion approach [6] 

 
 
 
 

Training Images Pre Processing 

 
Feature Extraction 

Classification 

-Support Vector Machine [10] 

-K-nearest neighborhood 

[15][8] 

-Hidden Markov model [23] 

-Fuzzy Interface System [18] 

-Random Field Classifier [20] 

-har cascade classifier [2] 

Output –Correctly identify 

Signs  
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[2] They used background subtraction method to remove background of videos, blob 

analysis to find out Region of Interest and har cascade classifier for testing videos. 

They achieved average accuracy 92.68% to correctly identify frames. 

[3] Fusion of polygon shape approximation and special chain coding scheme is applied 

for shape matching. They established a special spiral chain-code to encode a 

polygon using both 8-directional and 4-directional chain codes. 

[9] Frames related to maximum curvature point of global trajectory consider as key 

frame in new approach. Another new method is developed for shape feature 

extraction of key frame, which is scale invariant and translation invariant. As per 

analysis, Loc of Maximum curvature point method achieved more accuracy compare 

to others. 

[1] Rule based and Dynamic Time Warping-based methods are developed for Indian 

sign language word recognition. Inverted indexing method is used for Indian sign 

language sentence interpretation which overcomes the challenges of continuous 

sentence recognition. 

[6] They defined feature fusion approach with two features Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients and Scale Invariant Feature Transform  descriptors for feature extraction 

method. K-nearest correlated neighbor classification method is used to testing input 

images. With feature fusion technique, gesture recognition rate is 97.50% for single 

handed system and 91.11% for double handed system.  

[16] They applied neural network with genetic algorithm, neural network with 

evolutionary algorithm and neural network with practical swarm optimization to find 

out hand gestures for Indian Sign Language.  

[17] Principal component analysis is applied for feature set optimization and reduction. 

Fuzzy interface system is used to compare input videos with database. Their 

proposed approach achieved 91 % accuracy.  

[7] They presented a statistical recognition approach to handle large dictionary of Indian 

Sign Language. The said approach shown their recent advances in system design for 

American Sign Language and worked on two large publicly available datasets 

namely SIGNUM dataset and RWTH-PHONIX weather dataset.  

[5] Active contour based segmentation compared with said two classifier approaches. 

As per analysis, Fuzzy Interface system is faster than Artificial neural network based 

on speed but average recognition rate by ANN is more than FIS. 

[10] They established symbolic classification model and Delaunay triangulation model to 
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classify sign based on skeleton. Three different sets of experiments applied on said 

two models. Delaunay Triangulation model achieved more accuracy compare to 

symbolic classification model. 

[11] They searched hand movements of a signer through fuzzy membership functions 

and considered variations in same sign with different signers at different instance of 

time. Experiments showed 84.82% recognition rate accuracy for 382 representatives. 

[12] They pointed out Euclidean distance and K-nearest neighborhood classifier 

approaches. Efficiency to recognize correct hand gestures signs with k-nearest 

classifier approach is more than Euclidean distance classifier.  

[18]  As survey mentioned various issues such as size sensitivity, variation in speed, poor 

performance due to complex background and changing light conditions for reliable 

detection of hand gesture in recent methods. They described and analyzed hidden 

markov model, artificial neural network, Eigen spaced based method and dynamic 

programming to identify dynamic hand gestures.  

[19]  New wavelet based fusion of morphological subtraction model and gradient based 

canny edge detection method for segmentation is used.. The said system showed 

92.34% recognition rate. 

[20] Segmentation is based on identify skin pixels but more accurate result depth 

information is also used. Support Vector Machine is used as classifier to identify 

correct samples. Recognition rate is achieved with 97.5% accuracy. 

[21] They described direct pixel and hierarchical centroid techniques for feature 

extraction from sign images. Direct pixel value feature extraction performed better 

than hierarchical centroid method.  

[22] Four existing features namely location, velocity, ratio, No. of self-co-articulation, 

first half trajectory features and  introduced two new features such as left sector 

trajectory and right sector trajectory to overcome variation effect in the gesticulation 

pattern. Fusion classifier approach has given better success rate compare to other 

classifier methods. 

[23] Orientation histogram with principal component analysis is used to extract features. 

As a result, Euclidean distance and correlation have higher recognition rate compare 

with others classifier techniques. 
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[4]  RESEARCH GAP 

 Following are the gaps for further development of Indian Sign Language recognition in  the  

existing research literature:    

1. Indian sign language recognition should espouse data acquiring process in real time not 

restricted to laboratory data. Further existing standard data sets are limited as it does 

not replicate real scenario.  

2. Established state of the art literature is mainly focused on alphabets/digits/static signs/ 

few words and sentences. Therefore research highlighting focus should be on dynamic 

signs and nonverbal kind of communication. 

3. Enhancement of various dynamic hand gesture recognition algorithms is needed to 

obtain more features to build up accurate system with large datasets. As review suggest 

that efficiency rate has not been elevated in real time environment. 

4. Systems should execute the recognition task in a user convenient and faster manner. 

 

[5] CONCLUSION 

Lack of dictionary for Indian Sign Language in various regional languages, 
computerized interpreter for Indian Sign Language, education tool, learning tool etc. are still 
pending research. Sign language interpreting is most research field in today scenario. 
Researchers should focus on the development of well approach for finding ROI (Region of 
Interest –hand) in any dynamic background. Feature extraction play major role to automate 
identify various correct Signs. Many researchers have used feature fusion of two or more 
methods to increase accuracy rate.Research gap shown that works on dynamic signs with 
various background conditions are still pending.   
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